Innovators in theft reduction

Bandit IR Smart Tag
The Bandit IR Smart Tag is specifically designed for advanced security of boxed merchandise and is easy
for your employees to use. It boasts faster application and removal by an authorized detacher than any
other EAS box tag, and can be equipped with up to four alarm levels to safeguard against theft or
tampering.

Four Security Levels:
Features:


Bandit Tag easily attaches to boxed merchandise



With a push of a button the tag is armed



The plunger on the bottom of the tag detects when the tag is resting against the surface



Boxes can be arranged in an aesthetically-pleasing manner due to Bandits unobtrusive design



Disarmed at point-of-sale is fast and easy with a WG IR detacher



The Bandit IR Smart Tag is our exclusive patented series IR Smart Tags. Other companies offer multi alarm tags, but WG is the
only company in the industry to break the glass ceiling of three alarms and venture into 4 & 5-alarm territory. By using infrared
bionary coded technology, we have successfully added an undefeatable layer of security to these tags.



Composed of durable Polycarbonate plastic, each tag houses a complex ferrite and smart circuitry.



The Bandit IR Smart Tag is without a doubt the most advanced smart tag in the industry.



The Bandit IR Smart Tag functions with any 58kHz AM or 8.2Mhz EAS and RFID system.



Alarms when tampered with or illicitly removed



Alarms when entering an EAS detection field



Triggers the alarm of any 58kHz EAS System



Prevents removal without a patented WG IR detacher



Available with Active RFID chip set

To arm press the on button, place the Bandit tag on the box the plunger engages
then arms. The Bandit tag disarms quickly with a WG IR detacher!
Measurements:
Width: 1.377” / 34.97mm
Length: 2.7” / 70mm
Thickness: 0.5” / 14.10mm
Band Length S 4" / 101mm Expands to 8"/202mm
Band Length L 10" / 254mm Expands to 20"/508mm

Complete protection!

Direct 408 241 8000

For more information, please visit our website at www.wgspi.com

info@wgspi.com

